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Robbins algebra refers to a set of axioms that hold in Boolean algebra, 
but it is an open question whether these axioms necessarily ield a Boolean 
algebra. We present various conditions that, when adjoined to the Robbins 
axioms, yield a Boolean algebra. Some of these conditions are surprisingly 
weak, involving the existence of two elements that satisfy a simple “absorp- 
tion” property. The investigation presented here was conducted with the 
assistance of an automated theorem-proving program. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we present results related to the Robbins problem in universal 
algebra and near-Boolean algebra [ 1, p. 245, Problem 11. Specifically we 
give conditions on a single pair of elements that, if satisfied, imply Boolean 
structure for the entire Robbins algebra containing the pair. 
We begin by describing Boolean algebra in terms of a unary operation 
- (negation) and a binary operation + (disjunction). In Cl, p. 1613 there 
appear the following axioms for Boolean algebra in terms of +, -, and . 
(conjunction): 
x+y=y+x x.y=y*x (B,) 
x+(y.z)=(x+y)-(x+z) x.(y+z)=(x.y)+(x.z) (B,) 
x+0=x x.1=x (b) 
x+-x=1 x. -x=0. (W 
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The elements 0, 1 and the operation . can be eliminated by replacing 0 
with y. -y, 1 by y + -y, and u . u by - ( -U + -v) throughout to yield an 
axiomatization in terms of + and - alone. For example, (B,) becomes the 
following: 
x+ -x=y+ -)’ x. -x=y. --y. 
That is, the values of x + -x and x. -x are independent of the choice of x. 
Shorter axiomatizations in terms of + and - are possible. In [2, 31 it 
is proved that the following suffice: 
x+y=y+x WI) 
(x+y)+z=x+(y+z) (HA 
-(-x+y)+ -(-x+ -y)=x. WJ 
The axioms for a Robbins algebra R differ from these only in the alteration 
of axiom (H,) to yield (R,), which holds in every Boolean algebra: 
x+y=,+x (RI) 
(x+y)+z=x+(y+z) Ub) 
-(-(x+y)+ -(x+ -y))=x. (R,) 
The question posed in [ 1, p. 245, Problem l] is the following. 
Question: Is evey Robbins algebra R Boolean? 
This question remains open. We do present here surprisingly weak 
conditions that, when imposed on a Robbins algebra, imply that it is 
Boolean. (Note that in proving a weak condition sufficient, we prove a 
strong result!) 
It is not difficult to give an additional axiom that implies that R is 
Boolean (refer to Lemma 2.1 below): 
(--x=x) for all x E R. 
This is in fact a necessary and sufficient condition, as it holds in all 
Boolean algebras. In the present paper we give different, much weaker 
conditions each of which implies that R is Boolean. Our conditions are 
existential: if satisfied for just two elements a, b E R, then all of R is 
Boolean. The results have an added interest in that they were obtained in 
part with the assistance of an automated theorem-proving program. 
THEOREM 1.1 (Absorption). Zf in a Robbins algebra R there exist a, b 
such that a + b = b, then R is Boolean. 
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THEOREM 1.2 (Absorption within Negation). If in a Robbins algebra R 
there exist a, b such that -(a + b) = -6, then R is Boolean. 
Remark. The condition a + b = b of Theorem 1.1 is stronger than 
-(a+ b) = -6, because the latter can be derived from the former by 
negating both sides. By contrast, Theorem 1.2, which contains the weaker 
condition, is a stronger result than Theorem 1.1. Because of the absence of 
a cancellation law such as - -X = X, the reverse implications cannot be 
assumed to hold. We include the weaker Theorem 1.1 for clarity and 
emphasis, and as a step in proving Theorem 1.2. 
We state several corollaries of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, with the aid of the 
following definition. 
DEFINITION 1.3. The expression ma, where m is a positive integer and a 
is an element of a Robbins algebra, will denote the disjunction 
a+a+ ... + a of m copies of a. In particular la is just a. 
Remark. Although ka +ma = (k+m)a for all k, m >O, aE R, we 
cannot assume cancellation. That is, 
ka+ -(ma)#(k-m)a 
in general, even in a Boolean algebra B (let a = 0 E B, k > m > 0). Also, we 
must distinguish between - (ma) and m( -a), which cannot be assumed to 
be equal. 
We note that the expression Ox is undefined. (If Ox were defined, with 
Ox + x = x, then Ox, x would satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 1.1, making 
the algebra Boolean.) The expression mx for negative m is also undefined. 
COROLLARY 1.4. If a Robbins algebra R is finite, then R is Boolean. 
COROLLARY 1.5. Zf there exists an a E R such that a + a = a, then R is 
Boolean. 
COROLLARY 1.6. Zf there exists an aE R and k> m >O such that 
ka = ma, then R is Boolean. 
COROLLARY 1.7. Zf there exists an aE R and k >m > 0 such that 
- (ka) = -(ma), then R is Boolean. 
For completeness we define the terms absorption and absorption within 
negation. 
DEFINITION 1.8. If a, b E R, then b absorbs a if and only if a + b = b. The 
equality a + b = b is termed an absorption. 
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DEFINITION 1.9. If a, b E R, then b absorbs a within negation if and only 
if -(a + b) = -b. The equality -(a+ b) = -b is termed an absorption 
within negation. 
The proofs of the preceding theorems and corollaries are given in 
Sections 3 and 4 below. 
2. EXISTENCE OF AN IDEMPOTENT IMPLIES BOOLEAN 
In this section we prove Corollary 1.5 without using Theorems 1.1 and 
1.2. R denotes a Robbins algebra, which satisfies axioms (R, )-(R,), 
throughout this section and the remaining sections. Several lemmas are 
needed. The proofs use commutativity (R,) and associativity (R,) without 
explicit mention. 
LEMMA 2.1. Zf - -x = x for all x E R, then R is Boolean. 
Proof In axiom (R3), substitute --x for x throughout, and negate both 
sides: 
--(-(-x+y)+-(-x+-y))=--x. 
Two applications of the hypothesis then yield Huntington’s axiom (H,). 
This equality and (H,) and (H,), which are just (R,) and (R,), yield a 
Boolean algebra [Z, 31. 1 
LEMMA 2.2. Zf there exists a 0 E R such that x + 0 =x for all x E R, then 
R is Boolean. 
Proof. -(-(0+x)+-(0+-x)) =0 by axiom (R,). Application of the 
hypothesis of the lemma yields the following: 
-(-x+--x)=0 for all x E R. (1) 
By axiom (R,), -(-(-x+--x)+-(-x+---x))=-x; by (1) and the 
hypothesis 
--(-x+---x)=-x for all x E R. (2) 
By axiom (R,), -(-(---x +-x) +-(---x+--x)) =---x; by (l), the 
hypothesis, and (2) 
----x = -,y for all x E R. (3) 
In the preceding, substitute -(x + y) +-(x + -4’) for both occurrences of x, 
and apply (R,) twice to obtain --x = x for all x E R. This and the 
preceding lemma yield R Boolean. 1 
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LEMMA 2.3. If there exist 0, 1 E R such that 0 = - 1, 0 + 1 = 1, and 
0 + 0 = 0, then R is Boolean. 
Proof For any PER, -(-(x+0+ l)+-(x+0+-l))=x+O by (R,); 
-(-(x+ l)+-(x+O))=x+O by hypothesis; and x=x+0 by (R3) 
(recalling that 0 = - 1). This and the preceding lemma yield R Boolean. 1 
LEMMA 2.4. (This lemma is the same as Corollary 1.5.) If R contains 
an idempotent, a + a = a for some a E R, then R is Boolean. 
Proof We define 0, 1 in terms of the idempotent a: 
l=a+-a (1) 
0=--l = - (a+-a). (2) 
We now prove some properties of 0, 1 and apply the preceding lemma. By 
(1) and the idempotency of a, 
l+a=l (3) 
l+-a=l+l. (4) 
By axiom (R,), -(-(a+a)+-(a+-a))=a; by (2) and the idempotency 
of a 
-(-a+O)=a. (5) 
By (R,), -(-(-a+ l)+-(-a+O))=-a; by (5) and (4) 
-(-(l+ l)+a)=-a. (6) 
By (R,), -(-(a+ 1+ l)+-(a+-(l+ l)))=a; by (3) and (6) 
-(-(l+ 1)+-a)=a. (7) 
By (R3), -(-(-(l+l)+a)+-(-(l+l)+-a))=-(l+l); by (6), (7), and 
(2) 
o=-(1+ 1). (8) 
BY (6) and @), 
-(a+O)=-a. (9) 
By (R,), -(-(a+O+a)+-(a+O+-a))=a+O; by idempotency and (9) 
we have 
-(-a+-(a+O+-a))=a+O. (10) 
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By (R,), -(-(a+O+-a)+-(a+-(0+-~)))=a; by (5) and the idem- 
potency of a, -(-(u+O+-a)+-~)=a; by (10) 
u+O=u. (11) 
By (1) and (11) 
l+O=l. (12) 
By (R,), -(-(-u+O+-a)+-(-a+-(0+-a)))=-~; by (5) and (2) 
-(-(-a+-u+O)+O)=-a. (13) 
By (R3), -(-(0+-~+a)+-(0+-a+-u))=O+-a; by (1) (12) and (2) 
-(O+-(0+-a+-u))=O+-a; by (13) 
-u=O+-a. (14) 
BY (R3)v -(-(O+O+u)+-(O+O+-u))=O+O; by (11) and (14) 
-(-a+-(0+-u))=O+O; by (5) and (2) 
o+o=o. (15) 
The preceding lemma and equalities (2) (12), and (15) just derived show 
R to be Boolean. 1 
3. EXISTENCE OF AN ABXIRPTION IMPLIES BCOLEAN 
In this section we prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, with the aid of Lemma 2.4 
and the additional lemmas proved below. R denotes a Robbins algebra. 
The proofs use commutativity (R,) and associativity (R,) without explicit 
mention. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let u,b,cER. If -(a+-(b+c))=-(u+b+-c), then 
u+b=u. 
Proof. a + b = -(-(a + b + c) + -(a + b +-c)) (by axiom (R3)) = 
-(-(u+b+c)+-(a+-(b+-c))) (by hypothesis)=u (by axiom (R,)). 1 
LEMMA 3.2. Let a, b, CER. If -(a+-(b+c))=-(b+-(u+c)), then 
a= b. 
Proof: We have a=-(-(u+b+c)+-(a+-(b+c))) (by axiom (R3)) 
=-(-(u+b+c)+-(b+-(u+c))) (by hypothesis) =-(-(b+u+c)+ 
-(b+-(u+c)))=b (by axiom (R,)). 1 
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LEMMA 3.3. Let u,b, CER. @-(a+-b)=c, then -(c+-(b+u))=u. 
ProoJ: We have -(c + (-b + a)) = -(-(a + -6) + -(a + 6)) (by 
hypothesis) = a (by axiom (R,)). 1 
LEMMA 3.4. Let a, b, CER. [f-(a+-b)=c, then -(a+-(b+k(u+c))) 
= c for all positive integers k. 
Proof Let b,= b, bk= b + k(u+c) for k>O. By hypothesis 
-(a+-b,)=c; we now prove -(a + -bk) = c by induction. Assume 
-(a+-b,-,)=c. Then -(c+-(bk-,+u))=u by the preceding lemma. Let 
d=bk-,+a. Then -(c+-d)=u and -(a+-b,)=-(a+-(c+d))= 
-(-(c+-d)+-(c+d))=c (by axiom (R3)). 1 
LEMMA 3.5. Let a, b, CER. rf-(u+b)=c, then -(c+-(-b+u))=a. 
Proof: We have -(c +-(-b + a)) = -(-(a + b) + -(a + -6)) (by 
hypothesis) = a (by axiom (R,)). 1 
LEMMA 3.6. Let d, eER. If -(-e + -(d + -e)) = d, then 
-(e+k(d+-(d+-e)))=-e for all k>O. 
Prooj Define ek = e+ k(d+ -(d +-e)) for k>O. We wish to prove 
-ek = -e, k > 0. Let f = -(d + -e). Then -(-e + f) = d (by hypothesis), and 
also ek = e + k(d + f ), Apply Lemma 3.4 to the definition off to obtain 
-(d+-(e+k(d+f)))=f, that is, - (d + -ek) = J: Apply Lemma 3.4 to 
-(f +-e)=d to obtain -(f+-(e+k(f +d)))=d, that is, -(f +-e,)=d. 
Now apply Lemma 3.2 with a = -ek, b = -e, c =J We verify the hypothesis: 
-(a+-(b+c)) = -(-ek+-(-e+f)) = -(-ek+d) = f = -(-e+d) = 
-(-e + -(-ek + f )) = -(b + -(a + c)); the conclusion a = b follows, that is, 
-ek =-e. 1 
This non-inductive proof of Lemma 3.6 was obtained by an automated 
theorem-proving program [4]. The proof is shorter and more elegant than 
an earlier inductive proof obtained by a combination of manual and 
automated methods. 
COROLLARY 3.7. Letd,eER.Zf-(d+e)=-e, then-(e+k(d+-(d+-e))) 
= -e for all k>O. 
Proof: Apply the preceding lemma. Verify the hypothesis: -(-e + 
-(d+-e))=-(-(d+e)+-(d+-e)) (by hypothesis of this corollary)=d 
(by axiom (R,)). The conclusion of the lemma is just what is to be proved 
here. 1 
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LEMMA 3.8. Let f, gER. Zf -(2f+g)=-(3f+g)=-g, then 2f+g= 
3f + g (that is, 2f + g absorbs f). 
Proof Apply Corollary 3.7 to 2f, g E R with k = 1: -( 2f + g) = -g; 
hence -(g + 2f + -( 2f + -8)) = -g. Apply Corollary 3.7 again to f, 
2f + geR with k= 1: -(f +2f + g)=-(2f + g) by the hypothesis of this 
lemma; hence -(2f+g+f+-(f+-(2f+g)))=-g, that is, -(3f+g+ 
-(f +-g)) = -g (by application of the hypothesis of this lemma). Apply 
Lemma3.1 to a=2f+g, b=f, c=f+-gER to conclude that a+b=a, 
thatis, 3f+g=2f+g. 1 
COROLLARY 3.9. If d, e E R satisfy either -(d +e) = -e or -(-e+ 
-(d+-e))=d, then e+2(d+-(d+-e)) absorbs d+-(d+-e). 
ProojI Apply Corollary 3.7 or Lemma 3.6 to obtain -(e + k(d + 
-(d +-e))) = -e for all k ~0. Then apply Lemma 3.8 with f = 
d+-(d+-e), g=e. 1 
THEOREM 1.1 (Absorption). In any Robbins algebra R, if there exist 
a, b E R such that a + b = b, then R is Boolean. 
Proof: We exhibit an idempotent. Let c= b+ 2(-a+-b), h = c+ 
-(c + -c). As we shall show, 3h + 3h = 3h; by Lemma 2.4 R is Boolean. The 
proof that 3h + 3h = 3h follows. 
By definition of c and the hypothesis of the theorem, 
c+u=c. (1) 
By Corollary 3.7 for a, b E R with k = 2 (and the hypothesis of the theorem) 
we have -b=-(b+2(u+-(a+-b))). R ewriting the right-hand side and 
applying the hypothesis of the theorem, we have -b = -(b + 2(- (a + -6))). 
Applying the definition of c, we have the following: 
-b = -c. (2) 
By the hypothesis of the theorem and Corollary 3.9 (with d =a, e= b), 
b + 3(u + -(a + -6)) = b + 2(u + -(a +-b)). Reassociating and applying the 
hypothesis of the theorem, we have b + 3(-(a + -6)) = b + 2(-(a +-b)). 
Hence by the definition of c and (2), 
c+-(a+-c)=c. (3) 
By (1) and (3), -(-(c+-c)+-c)=-(-(~+a+-c)+-(c+-(a+-c)))=c 
(by axiom (RX)); 
-(-(c+-c)+-c)=c. (4) 
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Apply Corollary 3.9 to c, c E R: (4) satisfies the hypothesis. The conclusion 
then states that c + 2(c + -(c + -c)) absorbs c + -(c + -c), that is, 
c+2h=c+3h. (5) 
We now show that 3h + 3h = 3h. First, 4h = 3h + c + -(c + -c) = 2h + c + 
-(c + -c) (by (5)) = 3h; repeating three times yields 6h = 3h. Hence 3h is 
idempotent; R is Boolean by Lemma 2.4. 1 
THEOREM 1.2 (Absorption within Negation). In any Robbins algebra R, 
if there exist a, b E R such that -(a + b) =-b, then R is Boolean. 
Proof. By hypothesis of the theorem and Corollary 3.9, b+ 2(a+ 
-(a + -6)) absorbs a + -(a + -b). The presence of an absorption makes R 
Boolean by the preceding theorem. fl 
COROLLARY 3.10. In any Robbins algebra R, if there exist a, b E R such 
that -(a + -6) = b, then R is Boolean. 
Proof: Let a, =-b, b, =a, c, = b. Then -(al + b,) =c, by hypothesis; 
by Lemma3.5 -(cl+-(-b,+a,))=a,, that is, -(b+-(-a+-b))=-b. 
This is an absorption within negation; R is Boolean by Theorem 1.2. 1 
4. PROOFS OF COROLLARIES 
In this section we prove the corollaries of Section 1. R denotes a Robbins 
algebra. 
COROLLARY 1.4. If R is finite, then R is Boolean. 
Proof Choose any aE R. By finiteness, ka = ma for some k> m >O. 
The element ma absorbs (k-m)a; apply Theorem 1.1. 1 
COROLLARY 1.5. If there exists an a E R such that a + a = a, then R is 
Boolean. 
Proof Corollary 1.5 was proved as Lemma 2.4 and is also a special 
case of Theorem 1.1 (set a = b). 1 
COROLLARY 1.6. If there exists an a E R and k> m > 0 such that 
ka = ma, then R is Boolean. 
Proof: The element ma absorbs (k-m)a; apply Theorem 1.1. 1 
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COROLLARY 1.7. If there exists an aE R and k>m > 0 such that 
-(ka) = -(ma), then R is Boolean. 
Proof: We have -((k - m)a + ma) = -(ma); apply Theorem 1.2. 1 
If there exist non-Boolean Robbins algebras, these results impose 
significant constraints on the possible structure. In particular, the sum 
(disjunction) operation must generate an infinite set from any element of 
such an algebra. 
These results were obtained with the aid of an automated theorem- 
proving program [4]. In addition to checking a number of the given 
proofs, the program provided valuable assistance by suggesting some of the 
techniques we employ, and its use led to finding a shorter and more elegant 
proof of Lemma 3.6. 
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